Guantanamo: The Right to a Fair Trial

"Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal..." Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 10

14.30 Opening:

Jorge HERNANDEZ MOLLAR, MEP, Chair of the EP Committee on Citizens’ Freedoms and Rights, Justice and Home Affairs

14.45 Overview of the situation:

William BOURDON, French Lawyer representing French detainees
Aymen SASSI, brother of the French detainee Nizar Sassi
Javier NART, Spanish lawyer representing the Spanish detainee
Nayat A. AHMED, sister of the Spanish detainee Hamed Abderrahaman Ahmed
Medhi GHEZALI, father of the Swedish detainee Medhi Gheali
Peter ALTHIN, International lawyer and Member of the Swedish Parliament
Gareth PEIRCE, British Lawyer representing British detainees
Amzat BEGG, father of the British detainee Moazzem Begg

Gösta HULTÉN, journalist and Head of the Guantanamogruppen, Swedish NGO
Ashwin RAMAN, journalist from ARD - German TV

16.30-17.30 BREAK

17.30 Debate with the participation of

Fair Trials Abroad - Stephen JAKOBI

European Parliament - Anna TERRON i CUSI, PSE - Marianne ERIKSSON, GUE/NGL
Baroness LUDFORD, ELDR - Monica FRASSONI, Green/Efa and other MEPs

Representatives from the Council and the European Commission

18.45 Conclusions

Peter CARTER QC, Chair - Bar Human Rights Committee

(Simultaneous interpretation will be provided in English, French, Spanish and Swedish)